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5 Micro Skills That Will Improve Your Life Drastically
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Even the small things compound over time... and become huge. 

 

And they become HUGE. 

 

This is the list of small skills that will improve your life A LOT over time, you can't even imagine how much... before you give 

it a try. 
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I'll present the skills in form of mini challenges.

1. Type with all ten fingers 10 days - 10 mins in the morning.

Most of us spend a lot of our time behind the computer typing.

Yet, not many people know how to write with all ten fingers —> drastically faster.

You can learn it for free here:

https://t.co/ow2WTHrXBJ

https://t.co/ow2WTHrXBJ


2. Make at least one Zap

Zappier allows you to make micro workflows between the applications you use.

Let's say you have to calendars (work and normal) and you want to sync them all the time —> Zappier



2b. You send an email every month remind your customers to pay the maintenance fee + reminder them if they won't —>

Zappier

You want an email notification every time someone edits a Google sheet —> Zappier

Basic version is free. @zapier

https://twitter.com/zapier


3. Create a micro-website

Whether you use Elementor + WordPress or some template-based builder like Carrd - give it a try.

You will find that building a website based on some template is much easier than you expected.

And you will most probably need this skill one day.

4. Make 1 process in @NotionHQ

No need to fully switch to Notion. Just give it a try.

Notion tables in a combination with custom templates are extremely powerful and I want you to test it.

Pick a simple process (e.g. writing a Twitter thread) and create a Notion workflow.

https://twitter.com/NotionHQ


5. Learn the "72 compound rule"

Compound interest is one of the most powerful concepts out there and it applies in many more domains than just the money

ones.

What is "72" rule?

"72 rule" tells you how long it will take before your investments double up.



5b.

You just have to divide the 72 by the growth rate in %.

So if your Twitter audience grow 12% a month —>

72 / 12 = 6 —> It will double up in 6 months.

If it grows 12% a week, it will double up in 6 weeks.

Extremely powerful, yet easy.



To sum it up:

1. Type with all ten fingers

2. Make at least one zap

3. Create a micro-website

4. Make one process in @NotionHQ

5. Learn the 72 compound rule

https://twitter.com/NotionHQ


Thanks for reading!

If you liked the thread consider RT the 1st tweet.

If you would like to get a PDF with this thread so you can print it and have it on your eyes hit me a DM.

■ Which one do you find the most interesting?
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